
 

 

 
PULITUTTO BLACK ORCHID 

      
Description: 
CONCENTRATED DEGREASER. 
Pulitutto is a super concentrated detergent product specifically designed by Fra-Ber to thoroughly clean and de-
grease all vehicle surfaces (cars, trucks, vans, etc...) and helps to easily remove the most stubborn dirt and grease. 
Pulitutto is a low foam product that can also be used to clean and sanitise seats in fabric, leather, leatherette, faux 
leather, plastic parts, mats, trunks without leaving residues. Furthermore, its formula is characterised by the black 
orchid fragrance, now a distinctive feature of the Fra-Ber brand. Fra-Ber produces and packages directly this product 
in Italy according to the best quality standards. 
 
Directions for use: 

1. use the pure product or dilute it using a Fra-Ber graduated bottle up to 1:10 (1 part of product and 10 parts 

of water) for dirty surfaces and black drippings, 1:25 for medium/low dirt, 1:50 for delicate surfaces. 

2. fit a Fra-Ber top sprayer to the graduated bottle and spray the product evenly 20 cm away from the surface. 

3. leave it for a few minutes. 

4. wipe with a damp cloth Micron Up. 

For stubborn dirt, use a soft brush or an extraction machine.   
 
Warnings:  
For delicate surfaces, first test on a small area.  
Do not apply in the sun or on hot parts.  
Do not let the product dry on the surface. 
For product handling, please observe the safety data sheet recommendations. 
 
Technical Features:  
Appearance and colour: clear liquid 
Odour: characteristic 
pH: 13.7 ± 0.5  
Flash point: >100 °C  
Relative density: 1.06 g/cm3 ± 0,005 
Solubility in water: soluble 
Solubility in oil: not soluble 
 
It also contains among other ingredients: < 5 % non-ionic surfactants. EDTA and its salts. Perfume. Preservatives 
(BENZISOTHIAZOLINONE, PHENOXYETHA-NOL) 
 
Storage:  
Unopened and stored at room temperature away from direct sunlight. 
 
Packaging: 
 
PACKAGING BOX  ITEM CODE 
JERRY CAN  4,54LT 4 pcs 700211 
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